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• To ensure the reliability of the Bulk-Power System in North 
America
 Develops and enforces Reliability Standards
 Annually assesses seasonal and long-term reliability
 Monitors the Bulk-Power System
 Educates, trains, and certifies industry personnel

• Subject to oversight by the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission in the United States

• Designated by Department of Energy (DOE) as the Electricity 
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC)

NERC Mission
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NERC Regions

• Florida Reliability Coordinating Council

Western Electricity 
Coordinating Council 

Texas Reliability Entity

Southwest Power
Pool RE 

Florida Reliability 
Coordinating Council

SERC Reliability Corporation

ReliabilityFirst Organization

Northeast Power 
Coordinating Council 

Midwest Reliability 
Organization 
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CIP Standards – Version History

• BOT Approved 07/2003
• Renewed 2005

Urgent Action 1200

• BOT Approval 05/2006
• FERC Approval 01/2008

CIP Version 1

• BOT Approval  05/2009
• FERC Approval 09/2009

CIP Version 2

• BOT Approval 12/2009
• FERC Approval 03/2010

CIP Version 3

• BOT Approval 01/2011
• FERC Approval 04/2012

CIP Version 4 
(Surpassed by CIP Version 5)

• BOT Approval 11/2012
• FERC Approval 11/2013
• FERC Approval 01/2016

CIP Version 5
Currently Effective
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Cloud services rely on 
virtualization technology for:
Scalability
oStorage
oComputation
oInstantiation

The Cloud
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Cloud services rely on virtualization 
technology for:
High Availability
oRedundancy
oGeographic Diversity

Security
oPatching
oNetwork Monitoring

The Cloud
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The CIP Standards were developed with physical 
systems in mind:
 Identify BES Cyber Assets
Group them into BES Cyber Systems
Place them inside an Electronic Security 

Perimeter
Place everything inside a Physical Security 

Perimeter

CIP Standards Approach to Security
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•Cyber Asset Definition:
Programmable electronic 
devices, including the hardware, 
software, and data in those 
devices.

Cyber Asset
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Mixed-Trust virtualization introduces unique 
risks.
oResource misuse
oResource starvation
oPromiscuous mode

Compromises of the host OS and hypervisor 
from lower-trust guests
Privileged position threat vectors

The Cloud and Mixed-Trust
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Virtualized environments must be able to:

Identify all the hardware used in the 
virtual environment – CIP-002-5.1a
Classify them as BES Cyber Systems – CIP-

002-5.1a
Protect them inside an Electronic Security 

Perimeter – CIP-005-5

Virtualization and Audits
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•Virtualized environments must be able to:

 Protect them inside a Physical Security Perimeter –
CIP-006-6

 Perform personnel risk assessment for all employees 
who have access to the systems or their perimeters –
CIP-004-6

 Secure their data – CIP-011-2 and future standards

Virtualization and Audits
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The Standards Drafting Team for FERC 
Order No. 822 is currently evaluating 
whether modifications to the CIP 
standards are necessary to change the 
manner in which those standards 
address virtualization.

The Future of Virtualization & CIP
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Essential Characteristics of Cloud Computing

1. Resource Pooling
– No need to have servers in-house
– Reduce the need for advanced hardware in-house
– Cloud platforms hide the complexity of the underlying 

infrastructure from users by providing simple graphical 
interfaces

2. Broad Network Access
– Data is available anytime, anyplace, and anywhere
– Secure backup and disaster recovery of data

1. Rapid Elasticity and High Cost-effectiveness
– Quickly scale operations & powerful computational capacity 

3. On-demand Self Service
– Pay for only what you use

4. Measured Service
– Resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and reported
– Transparency

Characteristics defined by NIST
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The Need for Cloud Computing for Power Grid Applications
 Many power grid applications are 

computationally intensive including:
– Wide-area state estimation
– Contingency analysis 
– Security-constrained economic dispatch 

(SCED)
– Security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC)
– Faster-than-real-time grid dynamic simulation 

and analysis 
– Production cost simulation
– On-line stability analysis

 In-house computing infrastructure is not 
flexible to solve such intensive applications

 Computational complexity hinders market 
development Courtesy of Ken Birman
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Current State-of-Art of Cloud Computing for Grid Applications

 ISO-NE is at the forefront of cloud-hosted grid 
applications1

– Platform for real-time PMU data collection, storage, and 
processing to achieve Wide Area Monitoring

– HPC platform for large-scale simulations
• Transmission Planning Studies (stability analysis, etc.)
• Resource Adequacy studies

– Software on the cloud: TARA, GE MARS, PSS/E, TSAT

 Majority of applications is focused on Grid Planning 
as opposed to Grid Operations

1    E. Litvinov, F. Ma, Q. Zhang, and X. Luo, “Cloud-based next-generation IT paradigm for the operations of future power systems,” in 2016 Power Systems Computation 
Conference (PSCC), June 2016, pp. 1–7.

Total runtime for 7,090 TARA N-1-1 Planning 
Studies performed by ISO-NE

 Research and development of cloud-based operation models (e.g., SCUC, SCED) is needed

21

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ISO-NE: Total run time is significantly reduced as a function of the number of CPUs when Running TARA n-1-1 planning studies on the cloud. 



Challenges in Cloud Computing for Grid Operations
Infrastructure Security

• Confidentiality and integrity of data-in-transit to and from cloud providers
• Outside attackers could compromise data in transmission 
• Inside attackers could compromise a user or a cloud provider

Data Confidentiality
• Grid data must be kept confidential
• Grid data must remain unaltered

Time Criticality
• Power system applications require timeliness assurance
• Data must be time-consistent, requiring high-speed data synchronization  

Traditional Scenario vs. Cloud Scenario 
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Objective
1. Design a comprehensive cloud-based 

framework for power grid applications
2. Model/quantify the security and time 

criticality requirements of grid applications
3. Deploy grid applications with different time 

criticality requirements in cloud
4. Model/quantify different types of 

cyberattacks against grid applications
5. Deploy security enhancements to cloud-

based power grid applications.
6. Recommend cybersecurity improvements
7. Demonstrate best practices in 

cybersecurity for cloud-based grid 
applications

A Resilient and Trustworthy Cloud and Outsourcing Security 
Framework for Power Grid Applications

Performer: Argonne National Laboratory

Partners: University at Buffalo, Illinois 
institute of Technology
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Project Schedule
Started August 2016 
Framework and white paper (Q2 2017)



Major Accomplishments to-date
– Industry Advisory Board consisting of a diverse group of individuals applying cloud 

computing:
• Xiaochuan Luo, ISO-NE
• Alex Rudkevich, Newton Energy Group
• Jianzhong Tong, PJM
• Tobias Whitney, NERC

– Two papers under preparation
 Security and Cloud Outsourcing Framework for Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch 
 Fast Encryption Scheme for Cloud-based SCUC Problem Outsourcing System

– Framework report and white paper being developed

Progress to Date
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Preliminary Technical Approach

 Grid data must be kept confidential while in transmission and storage on the cloud
– Various techniques (e.g., encryption, cryptography) will be explored
– Mathematical models (SCED, SCUC) can be reconstructed to consider confidentiality
– Leverage existing works in fields of Communications, Operational Research, among others

 Development of Confidentiality-Preserving SCED and SCUC models
– Must conform to market rules, e.g., 𝜏𝜏solve + 𝜏𝜏↓ ≤ 5-min if market operates under 5-min

Security and Outsourcing Flow Chart
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Results: Security-Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) on the Cloud

 In recent work, a confidentiality-preserving SCED was developed and simulated on 
– Argonne National Laboratory’s (ANL) Blues HPC cluster
– Four (4) Amazon EC2 instances

• C4.2xlarge  less compute-optimized than ANL blues
• C4.4xlarge and c4.8xlarge more compute-optimized than ANL blues
• M4.16xlarge more memory-optimized than ANL blues

 A comparison of the computational performance gain against ANL Blues was performed
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Conclusions
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 Cloud Computing is a paradigm-shifting technology for the 
Power System

 Our project attempts to identify the benefits, challenges, and 
applicability to specific grid applications

 A comprehensive Cloud Security and Outsourcing Framework 
must:
– Ensure infrastructure security, data confidentiality, and time criticality
– Be economical against in-house infrastructures
– Provide computational performance gains that justify the paradigm shift
– Conform to market operating rules in practice today



Jianhui Wang
Energy Systems Division
ARGONNE NATIONAL LABORATORY
9700 South Cass Avenue, Bldg. 362
Argonne, IL 60439
Tel: +1 630-252-1474
jianhui.wang@ANL.gov
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Hyper-scale cloud

1.2+ billion 
worldwide users

50+ billion 
minutes of connections

handled each month

48+ million 
members in 57 countries

500+ million 
users in Azure

Active Directory

3.5 million 
active users

Online

7+ billion 
worldwide queries

each month3

450+ million 
unique users each month

200+ cloud services,
100+ datacenters,
$15B+ infrastructure 
investment 

1+ billion customers,
20+ million businesses,
90+ countries worldwide
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Today, the Microsoft cloud infrastructure supports more than 1 billion customers in 127 countries. Drawing on this history and scale, Microsoft has implemented software development with enhanced security, operational management, and threat mitigation practices, helping it to deliver services that achieve higher levels of security, privacy, and compliance than most customers could achieve on their own.Microsoft’s Cloud Services provide a trusted platform with the flexibility and the control customers need, from on-premises to public cloud, for every classification of data. Businesses make the choices about what happens to their data and the services used to manage and protect it. Do they want to implement federated identity management? Multifactor authentication? It’s their data; it’s their choice. And if they terminate a service, your data goes with you. It’s up to you as the customer.



https://azure.microsoft.com/en-us/regions/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure is generally available in 30 regions around the world, and has announced plans for 8 additional regions.Geographic expansion is a priority for Azure because it enables our customers to achieve higher performance and it supports their requirements and preferences regarding data location.



Azure Public cloud US locations



Azure Government locations
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Azure offers more than 70 customer facing services that can be used to build and deploy all kinds of applications.  The objective is to enable customers to self serve and manage their resources in Azure.Explain Security and Management services in the left column.Pick IoT to cover in more detail on subsequent slides.

https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiy6vj9mtDNAhVB4mMKHUztCUcQjRwIBw&url=https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/app-middleware-partners&psig=AFQjCNFdctU6OJlviMmzVX3AK3wCAgJKIw&ust=1467391908422760
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiy6vj9mtDNAhVB4mMKHUztCUcQjRwIBw&url=https://developer.microsoft.com/en-us/app-middleware-partners&psig=AFQjCNFdctU6OJlviMmzVX3AK3wCAgJKIw&ust=1467391908422760
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijrpzbm9DNAhVU52MKHRcjAxMQjRwIBw&url=https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/power-bi-embedded/&psig=AFQjCNGAz6ASOEuOFwrvcGbgivFPur_t7w&ust=1467392103935851
https://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwijrpzbm9DNAhVU52MKHRcjAxMQjRwIBw&url=https://azure.microsoft.com/en-gb/services/power-bi-embedded/&psig=AFQjCNGAz6ASOEuOFwrvcGbgivFPur_t7w&ust=1467392103935851


Infrastructure protection

24 hour monitored physical security 

System monitoring and logging 

Patch management

Anti-Virus/Anti-Malware protection

Intrusion detection/DDoS

Penetration testing, vulnerability scanning

Security incidents and breach notification

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide title: Infrastructure protectionSlide objectives: Provide an overview of infrastructure protection with Azure.Slide script: Azure infrastructure includes hardware, software, administrative and operations staff, and physical data centers. Azure addresses security risks across its infrastructure with continuous intrusion detection and prevention systems, denial of service attack prevention, regular penetration testing, and forensic tools that help identify and mitigate threats. With Azure, customers can reduce the need to invest in these capabilities on their own and benefit from economies of scale in Microsoft datacenter infrastructure. 24-hour monitored physical security. Microsoft datacenters are physically constructed, managed, and monitored 24 hours a day to shelter data and services from unauthorized access as well as environmental threats. Monitoring and logging. Centralized monitoring, correlation, and analysis systems manage the large amount of information generated by devices within the Azure environment, providing continuous visibility and timely alerts to the teams that manage the service. Additional monitoring, logging, and reporting capabilities provide visibility to customers.Patch management. Security patches help protect systems from known vulnerabilities. Integrated deployment systems manage the distribution and installation of security updates for the Azure service. Customers can apply similar update management processes for virtual machines (VMs) deployed on Azure. Anti-Virus/Anti-Malware protection. Customers can install Microsoft Endpoint Protection or another antivirus solution on VMs and VMs can be routinely reimaged to clean out intrusions that may have gone undetected.Intrusion detection/Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) Defense. Azure uses standard detection and mitigation techniques such as SYN cookies, rate limiting, and connection limits to protect against DDoS attacks. The Azure DDoS defense system is designed to withstand attacks from outside the system as well as attacks staged by other customers. Penetration testing. Microsoft conducts regular penetration testing to improve Azure security controls and processes. Customers can carry out authorized penetration testing on their applications hosted in Azure. 



Network isolation

 Provides logical isolation 
while enabling customer 
control

 Private IP addresses are 
isolated from other 
customers

 Firewalls limiting traffic to 
VMs

 Encrypted 
communications

Customer 2

INTERNET

Isolated Virtual 
Networks

Customer 1
Subnet 1 Deployment X Deployment Y

VLAN-to-VLAN

Cloud Access 
Layer

RDP Endpoint
(password access)

Client

Subnet 2 Subnet 3

DNS Server

VPN

Microsoft Azure

Corp 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide script:With Azure, you can literally create a virtual “datacenter” in the Cloud. You can do this by leveraging a feature called Virtual Network (VNET) which allows you to create a logically isolated section of Azure and treat it like your own network. You can customize the network configuration for a VNET - create subnets, assign private IP addresses and bring your own DNS server if you wish.  Within a virtual network for example, you can create a public-facing subnet for your webservers that has access to the Internet, and place your backend systems such as databases or application servers in a private-facing subnet with no Internet access. You can enable VNETs to connect to other VNETS. And, you can securely connect your Azure Virtual Network to on-premises infrastructure (we’ll look at options for securely connecting next).AZURE:Provides logical isolation while enabling customer control via Virtual Networks  Azure does not enable internet access by default  Azure enables access from the internet and remote devices through Private IP addresses isolated from other customersAzure networking provides the infrastructure necessary to securely connect VMs to one another and to connect on-premises data centers with Azure VMs. Azure blocks unauthorized traffic to and within Microsoft data centers using a variety of technologies such as firewalls, NATs, partitioned Local Area Networks and physical separation of back-end servers from public-facing interfaces. Network isolation. Network isolation prevents unwanted tenant-to-tenant communications, and access controls block unauthorized users from the network. Virtual machines do not receive inbound traffic from the Internet unless customers configure them specifically to do so.Virtual Networks. A customer can choose to assign multiple deployments within a subscription to a virtual network and allow those deployments to communicate with each other through private IP addresses. Each virtual network is isolated from other virtual networks. Encrypting communications. Built-in cryptographic technology enables customers to encrypt communications within and between deployments, between Microsoft Azure regions, and from Microsoft Azure to on-premises data centers. Encryption can be configured to protect administrator access to virtual machines through remote desktop sessions and remote Windows PowerShell. Access to the Microsoft Azure Management Portal is encrypted by default using HTTPS. Customers can use an optional Express Route private fiber link into Microsoft Azure data centers to keep their traffic off the Internet.Firewalls:Azure blocks unauthorized traffic to and within Microsoft datacenters, using a variety of technologies such as firewalls, partitioned local area networks (LANs), and the physical separation of back-end servers from public-facing interfaces.Azure Virtual Networks use a combination of logical isolation, firewalls, access controls, authentication, and encryption to protect customer data in-transit. The mechanisms for administrators to manage network security on their Azure private networks are in the Azure Cloud Access Layer, which is comparable to the edge of a corporate network that faces the Internet. The Cloud Access Layer includes a firewall, load-balancer, and network address translation (NAT) functionality managed by the customer administrator. Restricts access from the Internet, permits traffic only to endpoints, and provides load balancing and NAT at the Cloud Access LayerIsolates traffic and provides intrusion defense through a distributed firewallCUSTOMER:Creates Virtual Networks with Subnets and Private IP addresses. You retain control over the network topology and configuration, and manage it in the same way you would your on-premises infrastructure.Enables communications between their Virtual NetworksCan brings their own DNSCan domain join their Virtual MachinesVirtual Network makes it easier to build cloud applications hosted in a hybrid environment, maintaining secure connections with on-premises infrastructure without the creation of custom codes. For example, a web application hosted in Azure can securely access an on-premises SQL Server database server or authenticate users against an on-premises Active Directory service.Security GroupsA Network Security Group consists of a set of access control rules that describe traffic filters. Provides control over network traffic flowing in and out of customer services in Azure Provides segmentation within a Virtual Network for multi-tier applicationsEnables access control rule changes to be applied across Virtual Networks to thousands of machines in seconds



Data segregation

 Storage is allocated sparsely

 Storage Access Key controls all 
access to storage account

 SQL Azure isolates separate 
account database

 Customer A cannot read active or 
deleted data belonging to 
Customer B
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide script:Microsoft Azure uses logical isolation to segregate each customer’s data from that of others. This provides the scale and economic benefits of multitenant services while rigorously preventing customers from accessing one another’s data. Storage isolation:Data accessible only through claims-based IDM & access control with a Storage Access Key (SAK). Shared Access Signature (SAS) tokens can be generated using storage access keys to provide more granular, restricted access.  Storage access keys can be reset via the Microsoft Azure Portal or SMAPI. Storage blocks are hashed by the hypervisor to separate accountsSQL isolation:SQL Azure isolates separate account databasesNetwork isolation:VM switch at the host level blocks inter-tenant communication



Data protection

Data segregation

Logical isolation segregates each 
customer’s data from that of others.

In-transit data protection

Industry-standard protocols encrypt data 
in transit to/from outside components, as 
well as data in transit internally by default.

Data redundancy

Customers have multiple options for 
replicating data, including number of 
copies and number and location of 
replication datacenters. 

At-rest data protection

Customers can implement a range of 
encryption options for virtual machines 
and storage.

Encryption

Data encryption in storage or in transit 
can be deployed by the customer to align 
with best practices for ensuring 
confidentiality and integrity of data. 

Data destruction

When customers delete data or leave 
Azure, Microsoft follows procedures to 
render the previous customer’s data 
inaccessible.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Slide script: Both technological safeguards, such as encrypted communications, and operation processes help keep customer data secure. Customers have the flexibility to implement additional encryption and manage their own keys.Data isolation. Azure is a multi-tenant service, meaning that multiple customers’ deployments and virtual machines are stored on the same physical hardware. Azure uses logical isolation to segregate each customer’s data from that of others. This provides the scale and economic benefits of multitenant services while rigorously preventing customers from accessing one another’s data.Data at rest. Customers are responsible for ensuring that data stored in Azure is encrypted in accordance with their standards. Azure offers a wide range of encryption capabilities, giving customers the flexibility to choose the solution that best meets their needs.Data in transit. For data in transit, customers can enable encryption for traffic between their own VMs and end users. Azure protects data in transit to or from outside components, as well as data in transit internally, such as between two virtual networks. Azure uses industry standard transport protocols such as TLS between user devices and Microsoft datacenters, and within datacenters themselves. Encryption management. Encryption of data in storage and in transit can be used by Azure customers align with best practices for ensuring confidentiality and integrity of data. It is straightforward for customers to configure their Azure cloud services to use SSL to protect communications from the Internet and even between their Azure hosted VMs.Data redundancy. Microsoft ensures data is protected in the event of a cyberattack or physical damage to a datacenter. Customers may opt for in-country storage for compliance or latency considerations or out-of-country storage for security or disaster recovery purposes. Data may be replicated within a selected geographic area for redundancy, but will not be transmitted outside it.When you create your storage account, you must select one of the following replication options: •Locally redundant storage (LRS). Locally redundant storage maintains three copies of your data. LRS is replicated three times within a single facility in a single region. LRS protects your data from normal hardware failures, but not from the failure of a single facility.•Zone-redundant storage (ZRS). Zone-redundant storage maintains three copies of your data. ZRS is replicated three times across two to three facilities, either within a single region or across two regions, providing higher durability than LRS. ZRS ensures that your data is durable within a single region.•Geo-redundant storage (GRS). Geo-redundant storage is enabled for your storage account by default when you create it. GRS maintains six copies of your data. With GRS, your data is replicated three times within the primary region, and is also replicated three times in a secondary region hundreds of miles away from the primary region, providing the highest level of durability. In the event of a failure at the primary region, Azure Storage will failover to the secondary region. GRS ensures that your data is durable in two separate regions. Data destruction. When customers delete data or leave Azure, Microsoft follows strict standards for overwriting storage resources before reuse, as well physical destruction of decommissioned hardware. Microsoft executes a complete deletion of data on customer request and on contract termination.





Question (1): Utilities are embracing cloud technology 
(True or False) 

Zpryme/Oracle Utilities Feb 2016 Study: On Cloud Now: Cloud Technologies are Here for 
Utilities
(surveyed 100 North American electric, water and gas utility executives)

“With 45% using the Cloud in some form today and another 52% planning to use the 
Cloud—nearly 97% of them told us they have become involved with Cloud 
technologies, or applications and computing resources delivered as services over a 
network connection instead of through in-house resources at a utility.”



Ques. (2): State Regulators support utility use of cloud services 
(True or False)

Zpryme/Oracle Utilities Feb 2017 Study: Clearing a Path to the Cloud: U.S. Regulator 
Perspectives on Cloud Technologies (surveyed 76 U.S. regulatory staff and 
commissioners)

The cloud is an important technology trend. (83%)
The cloud will be critical to a utility’s future success (67%)
We have a specific and comprehensive strategy for cloud in utilities. (33%)

“When asked what role they should play in determining whether utilities use on-
premises or cloud technologies, 79% of respondents—or nearly 4 out of every 5—felt 
that regulators should play at least some role in determining whether or not utilities 
use cloud technologies.”



Question (3): NARUC supports utility use of Cloud services (True or False)

Resolution Encouraging State Utility Commissions to Consider Improving the Regulatory 
Treatment of Cloud Computing Arrangements (2016 Annual Meeting)

To thrive in the future, utilities may need to modernize and transform their business 
operations. A key element of this may be access to state-of-the-art commercial cloud 
computing services, which is increasingly delivered via a “cloud-based” or “software-as-a-
service” model; and 

WHEREAS, The various functionalities provided by commercial cloud computing services 
may help utilities fully realize the economic, social, and environmental value of the smart 
gas and electric grid;…

RESOLVED, That NARUC encourages State regulators to consider whether cloud 
computing and on-premise solutions should receive similar regulatory accounting 
treatment, in that both would be eligible to earn a rate of return and would be paid for 
out of a utility’s capital budget.
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